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Abstract
In the Matroid Secretary Problem (MSP), the elements of the ground set of a Matroid are
revealed on-line one by one, each together with its value. An algorithm for the Matroid Secretary
Problem is Matroid-Unknown if, at every stage of its execution: (i) it only knows the elements
that have been revealed so far and their values, and (ii) it has access to an oracle for testing
whether or not any subset of the elements that have been revealed so far is an independent
set. An algorithm is Known-Cardinality if, in addition to (i) and (ii), it also initially knows the
cardinality of the ground set of the Matroid.
We present here a Known-Cardinality and Order-Oblivious algorithm that, with constant
probability, selects an independent set of elements, whose value is at least the optimal value
divided by O(log log ρ), where ρ is the rank of the Matroid; that is, the algorithm has a
competitive-ratio of O(log log ρ). The best previous results for a Known-Cardinality algo-
rithm are a competitive-ratio of O(log ρ), by Babaioff et al. (2007), and a competitive-ratio
of O(
√
log ρ), by Chakraborty and Lachish (2012).
In many non-trivial cases the algorithm we present has a competitive-ratio that is better than
the O(log log ρ). The cases in which it fails to do so are easily characterized. Understanding
these cases may lead to improved algorithms for the problem or, conversely, to non-trivial lower
bounds.
1 Introduction
The Matroid Secretary Problem is a generalization of the Classical Secretary Problem, whose origins
seem to still be a source of dispute. One of the first papers on the subject [12], by Dynkin, dates back
to 1963. Lindley [21] and Dynkin [12] each presented an algorithm that achieves a competitive-ratio
of e, which is the best possible. See [14] for more information about results preceding 1983.
In 2007, Babaioff et al. [4] established a connection between the Matroid Secretary Problem
and mechanism design. This is probably the cause of an increase of interest in generalizations of
the Classical Secretary Problem and specifically the Matroid Secretary Problem.
In the Matroid Secretary Problem, we are given a Matroid {U, I} and a value function assigning
non-negative values to the Matroid elements. The elements of the Matroid are revealed in an on-line
fashion according to an unknown order selected uniformly at random. The value of each element
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is unknown until it is revealed. Immediately after each element is revealed, if the element together
with the elements already selected does not form an independent set, then that element cannot be
selected; however, if it does, then an irrevocable decision must be made whether or not to select
the element. That is, if the element is selected, it will stay selected until the end of the process and
likewise if it is not. The goal is to design an algorithm for this problem wit ha small competitive-
ratio, that is the ratio between the maximum sum of values of an independent set and the expected
sum of values of the independent set returned by the algorithm.
An algorithm for the Matroid Secretary Problem (MSP) is called Matroid-Unknown if, at every
stage of its execution, it only knows (i) the elements that have been revealed so far and their values
and (ii) an oracle for testing whether or not a subset the elements that have been revealed so far
forms an independent set. An algorithm is called Known-Cardinality if it knows (i), (ii) and also
knows from the start the cardinality n of the ground set of the Matroid. An algorithm is called
Matroid-Known, if it knows, from the start, everything about the Matroid except for the values of
the elements. These, as mentioned above, are revealed to the algorithm as each element is revealed.
Related Work Our work follows the path initiated by Babaioff et al. in [4]. There they for-
malized the Matroid Secretary Problem and presented a Known-Cardinality algorithm with a
competitive-ratio of log ρ. This line of work was continued in [8], where an algorithm with a
competitive-ratio of O(
√
log ρ) was presented. In Babaioff et al. [4] (2007), it was conjectured
that a constant competitive-ratio is achievable. The best known result for a Matroid-Unknown
algorithm, implied by the works of Gharan and Vondra´ck [15] and Chakraborty and Lachish [8]
(2012): for every fixed  > 0, there exists a Matroid-Unknown algorithm with a competitive-ratio
of O(−1(
√
log ρ) log1+ n). Gharan and Vondra´ck showed that a lower bound of Ω( lognlog logn) on the
competitive-ratio holds in this case.
Another line of work towards resolving the Matroid Secretary Problem is the study of the Sec-
retary Problem for specific families of Matroids. Most of the results of this type are for Matroid-
Known algorithms and all achieve a constant competitive-ratio. Among the specific families of
Matroids studied are Graphic Matroids [4], Uniform/Partition Matroids [3, 19], Transversal Ma-
troids [9, 20], Regular and Decomposable Matroids [11] and Laminar Matroids [17]. For surveys
that also include other variants of the Matroid Secretary Problem see [23, 18, 10].
There are also results for other generalizations of the Classical Secretary Problem, including the
Knapsack Secretary Problem [3], Secretary Problems with Convex Costs [5], Sub-modular Secretary
Problems [6, 16, 13] and Secretary problems via linear programming [7].
Main result We present here a Known-Cardinality algorithm with a competitive-ratio of
O(log log ρ). The algorithm is also Order-Oblivious as defined by Azar et al. [2]). Definition 13 is
a citation of their definition of an Order-Oblivious algorithm for the Matroid Secretary Problem.
According to [15], this implies that, for every fixed  > 0, there exists a Matroid-Unknown algo-
rithm with a competitive-ratio of O(−1(log log ρ) log1+ n). Our algorithm is also Order-Oblivious
as in Definition 1 of [2], and hence, by Theorem 1 of [2], this would imply that there exists a Single
Sample Prophet Inequality for Matroids with a competitive-ratio of O(log log ρ).
In many non-trivial cases the algorithm we present has a competitive-ratio that is better than
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the O(log log ρ). The cases in which it fails to do so are characterized. Understanding these cases
may lead to improved algorithms for the problem or, conversely, to non-trivial lower bounds.
High level description of result and its relation to previous work. As in [4] and [8], here
we also partition the elements into sets which we call buckets. This is done by rounding down the
value of each element to the largest possible power of two and then, for every power of two, defining
a bucket to be the set of all elements with that value. Obviously, the only impact this has on the
order of the competitive-ratio achieved is a constant factor of at most 2.
We call our algorithm the Main Algorithm. It has three consecutive stages: Gathering stage,
Preprocessing stage and Selection stage. In the Gathering stage it waits, without selecting any
elements, until about half of the elements of the matroid are revealed. The set F that consists of
all the elements revealed during the Gathering stage is the input to the Preprocessing stage. In the
Preprocessing stage, on out of the following three types of output is computed: (i) a non negative
value, (ii) a set of bucket indices, or (iii) a critical tuple. Given the output of the Preprocessing
stage, before any element is revealed the Main Algorithm chooses one of the following algorithms:
the Threshold Algorithm, the Simple Algorithm or the Gap Algorithm. Then, after each one of the
remaining elements is revealed, the decision whether to select the element is made by the chosen
algorithm using the input received from the Preprocessing stage and the set of all the elements
already revealed. Once all the elements have been revealed the set of selected elements is returned.
The Threshold Algorithm is chosen when the output to the Preprocessing stage is a non-negative
value, which happens with probability half regardless of the contents of the set F . Given this input,
the Threshold Algorithm, as in the algorithm for the Classical Secretary Problem, selects only the
first element that has at least the given value. The Simple Algorithm is chosen when the output
of Preprocessing stage is a set of bucket indices. The Simple Algorithm selects an element if it
is in one of the buckets determined by the set of indices and if it is independent of all previously
selected elements. This specific algorithm was also used in [8].
The Gap Algorithm is chosen when the output of Selection stage is a critical tuple, which we
define further on. The Gap Algorithm works as follows: every element revealed is required to have
one of a specific set of values and satisfy two conditions in order to be selected: it satisfies the first
condition if it is in the closure of a specific subset of elements of F ; it satisfies the second condition
if it is not in the closure of the union of the set of elements already selected and a specific subset
of elements of F (which is different than the one used in the first condition).
The proof that the Main Algorithm achieves the claimed competitive-ratio consists of the fol-
lowing parts: a guarantee on the output of the Simple Algorithm as a function of the input and
U \ F , where U is the ground set of the matroid; a guarantee on the output of the Gap Algorithm
as a function of the input and U \ F ; a combination of a new structural result for matroids and
probabilistic inequalities that imply that if the matroid does not have an element with a large value,
then it is possible to compute an input for either the Simple Algorithm or the Gap Algorithm that,
with high probability, ensures that the output set has a high value. This guarantees the claimed
competitive-ratio, since the case when the matroid has an element with a large value is dealt with
by the Threshold Algorithm.
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the preliminaries; Section 3 presents
Main Algorithm; Section 4 is devoted to the Simple Algorithm and the Gap Algorithm; Section 5
contains the required concentrations; the structural trade-off result is proved in Section 6; the
main result appears in Section 7; and in Section 8 we characterize the cases in which the algorithm
performs exactly as guaranteed and give non-trivial example in which the algorithm performs better
than the guaranteed competitive-ratio.
2 Preliminaries
All logarithms are to the base 2. We use Z to denote the set of all integers, N to denote the
non-negative integers and N+ to denote the positive integers. We use [α] to denote {1, 2, . . . , bαc}
for any non-negative real α. We use [α, β] to denote {i ∈ Z | α ≤ i ≤ β} and (α, β] to denote
{i ∈ Z | α < i ≤ β}, and so on. We use med (f) to denote the median of a function f from a finite
set to the non-negative reals. If there are two possible values for med (f) the smaller one is chosen.
We define β(n, 1/2) to be a random variable whose value is the number of successes in n
independent probability 1/2 Bernoulli trials.
Observation 1 Let A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} and W = β(n, 1/2); let pi : [n] −→ [n] be a permutation
selected uniformly at random, and let D = {api(i) | i ∈ [W ]}. For every i ∈ [n], we have that ai ∈ D
independently with probability 1/2.
Proof. To prove the proposition we only need to show that for every C ⊆ A, we have D = C
with probability 2−n. Fix C. There are
( n
|C|
)
subsets of A of size |C|. D is equally likely to be one
of these subsets. Hence, the probability that |D| = |C| is ( n|C|) · 2−n and therefore the probability
that D = C is
( n
|C|
) · 2−n/( n|C|) = 2−n.
2.1 Matroid definitions, notations and preliminary results
Definition 2 [Matroid] A matroid is an ordered pair M = (U, I), where U is a set of elements,
called the ground set, and I is a family of subsets of U that satisfies the following:
• If I ∈ I and I ′ ⊂ I, then I ′ ∈ I
• If I, I ′ ∈ I and |I ′| < |I|, then there exists e ∈ I \ I ′ such that I ′ ∪ {e} ∈ I.
The sets in I are called independent sets and a maximal independent set is called a basis.
A value function over a Matroid M = (U, I) is a mapping from the elements of U to the non-
negative reals. Since we deal with a fixed Matroid and value function, we will always use M = (U, I)
for the Matroid. We set n = |U | and, for every e ∈ U , we denote its value by val(e).
Definition 3 [rank and Closure] For every S ⊆ U , let
• rank (S) = max{|S′| | S′ ∈ I and S′ ⊆ S} and
• Cl (S) = {e ∈ U | rank (S ∪ {e}) = rank (S)}.
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The following proposition captures a number of standard properties of Matroids; the proofs can
be found in [22]. We shall only prove the last assertion.
Proposition 4 Let S1, S2, S3 be subsets of U and e ∈ U then
1. rank (S1) ≤ |S1|, where equality holds if and only if S1 is an independent set,
2. if S1 ⊆ S2 or S1 ⊆ Cl (S2), then S1 ⊆ Cl (S1) ⊆ Cl (S2) and rank (S1) ≤ rank (S2),
3. if e 6∈ Cl (S1), then rank (S1 ∪ {e}) = rank (S1) + 1,
4. rank (S1 ∪ S2) ≤ rank (S1) + rank (S2),
5. rank (S1 ∪ S2) ≤ rank (S1) + rank (S2 \ Cl (S1)), and
6. suppose that S1 is minimal such that e ∈ Cl (S1 ∪ S2), but e 6∈ Cl ((S1 ∪ S2) \ {e∗}), for every
e∗ ∈ S1, then e∗ ∈ Cl ({e} ∪ ((S1 ∪ S2) \ {e∗})), for every e∗ ∈ S1.
Proof. We prove Item 6. The rest of the items are standard properties of Matroids.
Let e∗ ∈ S1. By Item 3, rank ({e} ∪ ((S1 ∪ S2) \ {e∗})) is equal to rank (S1 ∪ S2) which is equal
to rank ({e} ∪ S1 ∪ S2) which in turn is equal to rank ({e} ∪ ((S1 ∪ S2) \ {e∗}) ∪ {e∗}). Thus, again
by Item 3, this implies that e∗ ∈ Cl (({e} ∪ ((S1 ∪ S2) \ {e∗})).
Assumption 5 val(e) = 0, for every e ∈ U such that rank ({e}) = 0. For every e ∈ U such that
val(e) > 0, there exists i ∈ Z such that val(e) = 2i.
In the worst case, the implication of this assumption is an increase in the competitive ratio by a
multiplicative factor that does not exceed 2, compared with the competitive ratio we could achieve
without this assumption.
Definition 6 [Buckets] For every i ∈ Z, the i’th bucket is Bi = {e ∈ U | val(e) = 2i}. We also
use the following notation for every S ⊆ U and J ⊂ Z:
• BSi = Bi ∩ S,
• BJ = ⋃i∈J Bi and
• BSJ =
⋃
i∈J BSi .
Definition 7 [OPT] For every S ⊆ U , let OPT (S) = max
{∑
e∈S′ val(e)
∣∣∣ S′ ⊆ S and S′ ∈ I} .
We note that if S is independent, then OPT (S) = ∑e∈S val(e).
Observation 8 For every independent S ⊆ U , OPT (S) = ∑i∈Z 2i · rank (BSi ).
Definition 9 [LOPT] For every S ⊆ U , we define LOPT (S) = ∑i∈Z 2i · rank (BSi ).
Observation 10 For every S ⊆ U and J1, J2 ⊆ Z,
1. LOPT (S) ≥ OPT (S),
2. LOPT
(
BSJ1
)
= ∑i∈J1 2i · rank (BSi ) and
3. if J1 ∩ J2 = ∅, then LOPT
(
BSJ1∪J2
)
= LOPT
(
BSJ1
)
+ LOPT
(
BSJ2
)
.
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2.2 Matroid Secretary Problem
Definition 11 [competitive-ratio] Given a Matroid M = (U, I), the competitive-ratio of an
algorithm that selects an independent set P ⊆ U is the ratio of OPT (U) to the expected value of
OPT (P ).
Problem 12 [Known-Cardinality Matroid Secretary Problem] The elements of the Matroid
M = (U, I) are revealed in random order in an on-line fashion. The cardinality of U is known
in advance, but every element and its value are unknown until revealed. The only access to the
structure of the Matroid is via an oracle that, upon receiving a query in the form of a subset of
elements already revealed, answers whether the subset is independent or not. An element can be
selected only after it is revealed and before the next element is revealed, and then only provided the
set of selected elements remains independent at all times. Once an element is selected it remains
selected. The goal is to design an algorithm that maximizes the expected value of OPT (P ), i.e.,
achieves as small a competitive-ratio as possible.
Definition 13 (Definition 1 in [2]). We say that an algorithm S for the secretary problem
(together with its corresponding analysis) is order-oblivious if, on a randomly ordered input vector
(vi1 , . . . , vin):
1. (algorithm) S sets a (possibly random) number k, observes without accepting the first k values
S = {vi1 , . . . , vik}, and uses information from S to choose elements from V = {vik+1 , . . . , vin}.
2. (analysis) S maintains its competitive ratio even if the elements from V are revealed in any
(possibly adversarial) order. In other words, the analysis does not fully exploit the randomness
in the arrival of elements, it just requires that the elements from S arrive before the elements
of V , and that the elements of S are the first k items in a random permutation of values.
3 The Main Algorithm
The input to the Main Algorithm is the number of indices n in a randomly ordered input vector
(e1, . . . , en), where {e1, . . . , en} are the elements of the ground set of the matroid. These are revealed
to the Main Algorithm one by one in an on-line fashion in the increasing order of their indices. The
Main Algorithm executes the following three stages:
1. Gathering stage. Let W = β(n, 1/2). Wait until W elements are revealed without selecting
any. Let F be the set of all these elements.
2. Preprocessing stage. Given only F , before any item of U\F is revealed, one of the following
three types of output is computed: (i) a non-negative value, (ii) a set of bucket indices, or
(iii) a critical tuple which is defined in Subsection 4.2.
3. Selection stage. One out of three algorithms is chosen and used in order to decide which
elements from U \F to select, when they are revealed. If the output of Preprocessing stage is
a non-negative value, then the Threshold Algorithm is chosen, if it is a set of bucket indices,
then the Simple Algorithm is chosen and if it is a critical tuple, then the Gap Algorithm is
chosen.
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With probability 12 , regardless of F , the output of the Preprocessing stage is the largest value
of the elements of F . The Threshold Algorithm, which is used in this case, selects the first revealed
element of U \ F that has a value at least as large as the output of the Preprocessing stage.
This ensures that if max{val(e) | e ∈ U} ≥ 2−19 · OPT (U), then the claimed competitive-ratio is
achieved. So for the rest of the paper we make the following assumption:
Assumption 14 max{val(e) | e ∈ U} < 2−19 ·OPT (U).
The paper proceeds as follows: in Subsection 4.1, we present the Simple Algorithm and formally
prove a guarantee on its output; in Subsection 4.2, we define critical tuple, describe the Gap Algo-
rithm and formally prove a guarantee on its output; in Section 5, prove the required concentrations;
in Section 6, we prove our structural trade-off result; and in Section 7, we prove the main result.
4 The Simple Algorithm and the Gap Algorithm
In this section we present the pseudo-code for the Simple Algorithm and the Gap Algorithm, and
prove the guarantees on the competitive-ratios they achieve. We start with the Simple Algorithm,
which is also used in [8].
4.1 The Simple Algorithm
Algorithm 1 Simple Algorithm
Input: a set J of bucket indices
1. P ←− ∅
2. immediately after each element e ∈ U \ F is revealed, do
(a) if log val(e) ∈ J do
i. if e 6∈ Cl (P ) do P ←− P ∪ {e}
Output: P
We note that according to Steps 2a and 2(a)i, the output P of the Simple Algorithm always
satisfies, BU\FJ ⊆ Cl (P ). Thus, since P ⊆ BU\FJ , the output P of the Simple Algorithm always
satisfies, rank (P ) = rank
(
B
U\F
J
)
. As a result, for every j ∈ J , we are guaranteed that P contains
at least rank
(
B
U\F
J
)
− rank
(
B
U\F
J\{j}
)
elements from BU\Fj . We capture this measure using the
following definition:
Definition 15 [uncov] uncov (R,S) = rank (R ∪ S)− rank (R) , for every R,S ⊆ U .
It is easy to show that
Observation 16 uncov (R,S) is monotonic decreasing in R.
According to this definition, for every j ∈ J , we are guaranteed that P contains at least
uncov
(
B
U\F
J\{j}, B
U\F
j
)
elements from BU\Fj . We next prove this in a slightly more general set-
ting that is required for the Gap Algorithm.
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Lemma 17 Suppose that the input to the Simple Algorithm is a set J ⊂ Z and, instead of the
elements of U \ F , the elements of a set S ⊆ U are revealed in an arbitrary order to the Simple
Algorithm. Then the Simple Algorithm returns an independent set P ⊆ S such that, for every
j ∈ J , rank
(
BPj
)
≥ uncov
(
BSJ\{j}, B
S
j
)
.
Proof. By the same reasoning as described in the beginning of this section, for every j ∈ J , we
are guaranteed that P contains at least uncov
(
B
U\F
J\{j}, B
U\F
j
)
elements from BU\Fj and the result
follows.
We next prove the following guarantee on the output of the Simple Algorithm, by using the
preceding lemma.
Theorem 18 Given a set J ⊂ Z as input, the Simple Algorithm returns an independent set P ⊆
U \ F such that
OPT (P ) ≥
∑
j∈J
2j · uncov
(
B
U\F
J\{j}, B
U\F
j
)
.
Proof. By Observation 8, OPT (P ) is at least ∑j∈J 2j · rank (BPj ), which is at least ∑j∈J 2j ·
uncov
(
B
U\F
J\{j}, B
U\F
j
)
, by Lemma 17. The result follows.
We note that the above guarantee is not necessarily the best possible. However, it is sufficient
for our needs because, as we show later on, with very high probability, for a specific family of sets J
and every j in such J , we have that uncov
(
B
U\F
J\{j}, B
U\F
j
)
≈ uncov
(
BFJ\{j}, B
F
j
)
. Thus, in relevant
cases, we can approximate this guarantee using only the elements of F .
Corollary 19 Given a set J = {k} as input, the Simple Algorithm returns an independent set
P ⊆ U \ F such that OPT (P ) ≥ 2k · rank
(
B
U\F
k
)
.
4.2 The Gap Algorithm
The subsection starts with a description of the input to the Gap Algorithm and how it works;
afterwards it provides a formal definition of the Gap Algorithm and its input and then concludes
with a formal proof of the guarantee on the Gap Algorithm’s output.
Like the Simple Algorithm the elements of U \ F are revealed to the Gap Algorithm one by
one in an on-line manner. The input to the Gap Algorithm is a tuple (Block,Good,Bad), called a
critical tuple. Block is a mapping from the integers Z to the power set of the integers, such that if
Block(i) is not empty then i ∈ Block(i). Block determines from which buckets the Gap Algorithm
may select elements. Specifically, an element e ∈ U \ F may be selected only if Block(log val(e)) is
not empty. Every pair of not empty sets Block(i) and Block(j), where i ≥ j, are such that either
Block(i) = Block(j) or min Block(i) > max Block(j) and the latter may occur only if i > j. We
next formally define the critical tuple.
Definition 20 [critical tuple, BLOCK] (Block,Good,Bad), where Good, Bad and Block are
mappings from Z to 2Z, is a critical tuple if the following hold for every i, j ∈ Z such that i ≥ j
and Block(i) and Block(j) are not empty:
1. i ∈ Block(i),
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2. if i > j either Block(i) = Block(j) or min Block(i) > max Block(j),
3. if Block(i) = Block(j), then Good(i) = Good(j) and Bad(i) = Bad(j),
4. Block(i) ∪ Bad(i) ⊆ Good(i),
5. if min Block(i) > max Block(j), then Bad(i) ⊆ Good(i) ⊆ Bad(j) ⊆ Good(j),
6. max Block(i) < min Bad(i).
We define BLOCK = {i | Block(i) 6= ∅}.
For a depiction of the preceding structure see Figure 1.
Good(j) 
Block(j) Bad(j) 
Good(i) 
Block(i) Bad(i) 
Figure 1: [critical tuple, where min Block(i) > max Block(j)]
The following observation, follow directly from the preceding definition.
Observation 21 If (Block,Good,Bad) is a critical tuple, then
1. the sets in {Block(j)}j∈Z are pairwise-disjoint,
2. Block(i) ∩ Bad(i) = ∅, for every i ∈ Z, and
3. for every i and j in ⋃`∈Z Block(`), if j 6∈ Good(i), then i > j and Good(i) ⊆ Bad(j).
The mappings Good and Bad are used in order to determine if an element can be selected as
follows: an element e ∈ U \ F such that log val(e) ∈ Block(log val(e)) is selected if it satisfies two
conditions: (i) e ∈ Cl
(
BFGood(i)
)
; and (ii) e is in the closure of the union of BFBad(i) and all the
previously selected elements. We next explain why this strategy works.
Clearly, the only elements in BU\Fi that do not satisfy condition (i) are those in B
U\F
j \
Cl
(
BFGood(i)
)
. An essential part of our result is an upper bound on the rank of the set
B
U\F
i \ Cl
(
BFGood(i)
)
and hence we use the following definition to capture this quantity.
Definition 22 [loss] For every R,S ⊆ U , let loss (R,S) = rank (S \ Cl (R)) .
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According to this definition and the preceding explanation we are guaranteed that the rank of the
set of elements in BU\Fi that satisfy condition (i) is at least rank
(
B
U\F
i
)
− loss
(
BFGood(i), B
U\F
i
)
.
For every j ∈ Block(i), let Sj = BU\Fj ∩Cl
(
BFGood(j)
)
, that is, the elements of Sj are the elements
of BU\Fj that satisfy condition (i). We will show that such an element satisfies condition (ii) if it is
not in the closure of the union of BFBad(i) and only all the elements from B
U\F
i that were previously
selected. The reason this happens is that, for every j′ > i, such that min Block(j′) > max Block(i)
all the element selected from BU\Fj′ , satisfy condition (i) and hence are in Cl
(
BFBad(i)
)
, and for every
j′ < i, such that max Block(j′) < min Block(i) the condition (ii) ensures, for every j ∈ Block(j′),
that each element selected from BU\Fj will not prevent the selection of any element from Si because
Si ⊆ Cl
(
BFGood(i)
)
⊂ Cl
(
BFBad(j)
)
.
Thus, when restricted to the elements of ⋃j∈Block(i) Sj , the Gap Algorithm can be viewed as
if it was executing the Simple Algorithm with input J = Block(i) ∪ Bad(i) and the elements
revealed are those of S = BFBad(i) ∪
⋃
j∈Block(i) Sj , which are revealed in an arbitrary order, ex-
cept that the elements of BFBad(j) are revealed first. Thus, using Lemma 17, it is straight for-
ward to see that at least uncov
(
BFBad(i) ∪
⋃
j∈Block(i)\{i′} Sj , Si′
)
are selected from Si′ , for ev-
ery i′ ∈ Block(i). We shall show, that this term, is at least uncov
(
BFBad(j) ∪BU\FBlock(i)\{i}, Si′
)
,
which in turn is at least uncov
(
BFBad(j) ∪BU\FBlock(i)\{i}, B
U\F
i′
)
− loss
(
BFGood(i), B
U\F
i
)
. In Sec-
tion 5, we show that with high probability, by using only the elements of F , we can approximate
uncov
(
BFBad(j) ∪BU\FBlock(i)\{i}, B
U\F
i′
)
and upper bound loss
(
BFGood(i), B
U\F
i
)
. In Section 6, we use
the result of Section 5 to show that, if there is no element with a very high value, then either the
Simple Algorithm or the Gap Algorithm will achieve the required competitive-ratio and we can
choose the proper option using only the elements of F .
Algorithm 2 Gap Algorithm
Input: a critical tuple (Block,Good,Bad)
1. P ←− ∅
2. immediately after each element e ∈ U \ F is revealed do
(a) `←− log val(e)
(b) if Block(`) 6= ∅ do
i. if e ∈ Cl
(
BFGood(`)
)
, do
A. if e 6∈ Cl
(
P ∪BFBad(`)
)
, do P ←− P ∪ {e}
Output: P
Lemma 23 Let i be such that Block(i) 6= ∅ and P as it was in any stage in an arbitrary execution
of the Gap Algorithm. If e ∈ BU\FBlock(i) ∩ Cl
(
BFGood(i)
)
, then e 6∈ Cl
(
P ∪BFBad(i)
)
if and only if
e 6∈ Cl
((
P ∩BU\FBlock(i)
)
∪BFBad(i)
)
.
Proof. Let e ∈ BU\FBlock(i)∩Cl
(
BFGood(i)
)
. We note that the ”only if” condition trivially holds and
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hence we only prove the ”if” condition. Let P ∗ = P ∩BU\FBlock(i). Assume that e ∈ Cl
(
P ∪BFBad(i)
)
.
Let C be a minimal subset of P \ (P ∗∪Cl
(
BFBad(i)
)
) such that e ∈ Cl
(
C ∪BFBad(i) ∪ P ∗
)
. We shall
show that C = ∅ and hence e ∈ Cl
((
P ∩BU\FBlock(i)
)
∪BFBad(i)
)
. Hence the result then follows.
Let e′ be the latest element C added to P and let j = log val(e′). According to construction, the
elements of C were selected by the Gap Algorithm and hence Block(j) 6= ∅. Also, by construction,
Block(i) 6= Block(j), since otherwise e′ ∈ P ∗ = P ∩BU\FBlock(i).
Suppose that min Block(j) > max Block(i). By Items 4 and 5 of Definition 20, this implies
that Block(j) ⊆ Good(j) ⊆ Bad(i). Since e′ was selected by the Gap Algorithm, by Step 2(b)i,
this implies that e′ ∈ Cl
(
BFGood(j)
)
⊆ Cl
(
BFBad(i)
)
. This contradicts the choice of e′ ∈ C ⊆
P \ (P ∗ ∪ Cl
(
BFBad(i)
)
).
Suppose on the other hand that max Block(j) < min Block(i). By Items 4 and 5 of Defi-
nition 20, this implies that Block(i) ∪ Bad(i) ⊆ Good(i) ⊆ Bad(j) and hence e ∈ BU\FBlock(i) ∩
Cl
(
BFGood(i)
)
⊆ Cl
(
BFBad(j)
)
and, using Item 5 of the definition of a critical tuple, BFBad(i) ∪ P ∗ ⊆
BFBad(i)∪Cl
(
BFGood(i)
)
⊆ Cl
(
BFBad(j)
)
since, by Step 2(b)i, every element in P ∗ is in Cl
(
BFGood(i)
)
.
Since e′ was the latest element in C added to P , by Item 6 of Proposition 4, e′ ∈
Cl
(
{e} ∪
(
C ∪BFBad(i) ∪ P ∗
)
\ {e′}
)
. Since e ∈ Cl
(
BFBad(j)
)
and BFBad(i) ∪ P ∗ ⊆ Cl
(
BFBad(j)
)
, we
see that e′ ∈ Cl
((
C ∪BFBad(j)
)
\ {e′}
)
. Therefore, e′ did not satisfy the condition in Step 2(b)iA.
This contradicts the fact that e′ was added to P .
Theorem 24 Given a critical tuple (Block,Good,Bad) as input, Algorithm 2 returns an indepen-
dent set of elements P ⊆ U \ F such that
OPT (P ) ≥
∑
j∈BLOCK
2j ·
(
uncov
(
BFBad(j) ∪BU\FBlock(j)\{j}, B
U\F
j
)
− loss
(
BFGood(j), B
U\F
j
))
.
Proof. Step 2(b)iA implies that P is always an independent set. Let j ∈ BLOCK and, for
every i ∈ Block(j), let Si = BU\Fi ∩ Cl
(
BFGood(i)
)
.
We note that, by definition, for every i ∈ Block(j), every element in Si satisfies the condition in
Step 2(b)i. Consequently, by Lemma 23, the Gap Algorithm processes the elements in ⋃i∈Block(j) Si,
as if it was the Simple Algorithm in the following setting: the input is a set J = Block(j)∪Bad(j)
and the elements revealed are those of S = BFBad(j)∪
⋃
i∈Block(j) Si, which are revealed in an arbitrary
order, except that the elements of BFBad(j) are revealed first. Thus, by Lemma 17, rank
(
BPj
)
is at
least uncov
(
BFBad(j) ∪
⋃
i∈Block(j)\{j} Si, Sj
)
.
Let BU\Fj , R1 = BFBad(j)∪
⋃
i∈Block(j)\{j} Si and R2 = BFBad(j)∪BU\FBlock(j)\{j}. Then, rank
(
BPj
)
≥
uncov (R1, Sj) . Since R1 ⊆ R2, by Observation 16, we have that uncov (R1, Sj) ≥ uncov (R2, Sj).
By definition, uncov (R2, Sj) = uncov
(
R2, B
U\F
j
)
−
(
rank
(
R2 ∪BU\Fj
)
− rank (R2 ∪ Sj)
)
. Fi-
nally, Sj = BU\Fj ∩ Cl
(
BFGood(i)
)
, we see that rank
(
R2 ∪BU\Fj
)
− rank (R2 ∪ Sj) does not
exceed rank
(
B
U\F
j \ Cl
(
BFGood(i)
))
= loss
(
BFGood(i), B
U\F
j
)
. Therefore, uncov (R2, Sj) ≥
uncov
(
R2, B
U\F
j
)
− loss
(
BFGood(i), B
U\F
j
)
. Thus, by Observation 8, the result follows.
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5 Prediction
In this section, we prove that for a specific subset of the integers, which we denote by Super
and later, with constant probability, for every K,K ′ ⊆ Super, where maxK ′ < minK
and min{rank (Bi) | i ∈ K} ≥ rank (BminK)
2
3 , and for every j ∈ K we have that (i)
uncov
(
BFK′ ∪BU\FK\{j}, B
U\F
j
)
is approximately uncov
(
BFK′∪K\{j}, B
F
j
)
; and (ii) loss
(
BFK , B
U\F
j
)
is bounded above by approximately uncov
(
BFK\{j}, B
F
j
)
. This result enables us at Preprocessing
stage of the Main Algorithm to chose whether to select elements using the Simple Algorithm or the
Gap Algorithm, and to compute the input to the chosen algorithm.
In Subsection 5.2, we use the Talagrand inequality for the unquantified version of (i), in Sub-
section 5.1, we use Martingales and Azuma’s inequality fur the unquantified version of (ii) and in
Subsection 5.3, we define the set Super and use the Union Bound together with the results in the
previous sections to prove the main result of this section.
5.1 Upper Bounding loss
Theorem 25 Let K ⊂ Z, be finite and non-empty and k ∈ K then,
prob
(
loss
(
BFK , B
U\F
k
)
≤ uncov
(
BFK\{k}, B
F
k
)
+ 4 · rank (Bk)
3
4
)
> 1− e−rank(Bk)
1
2 .
Proof. We fix S = BFK\{k} and let m = rank (Bk). We initially let both HF and HU\F be empty
sets. Then, we repeat the following 4m times: if there exists an element in Bk \ (HF ∪HU\F ) that
is not in Cl
(
S ∪HF
)
, then we pick such an element arbitrarily, if it is in F , then we add it to HF
and otherwise we add it to HU\F .
We observe that every time an element is added to HF it is independent of Cl
(
S ∪HF
)
and hence it increases by one the quantity uncov
(
S,HF
)
= rank
(
S ∪HF
)
− rank (S). Thus,
if after 4m repetitions there are no elements in Bk \ Cl
(
S ∪HF
)
, then the preceding quantity
cannot be increased further by adding elements from Bk \ (HF ∪ HU\F ) to HF and therefore
uncov
(
S,HF
)
= |HF |. Since, in this case every element in BFk \ HF is in Cl
(
S ∪HF
)
and
HF ⊆ BFk , we see that Cl
(
S ∪BFk
)
= Cl
(
S ∪HF
)
. Therefore, rank
(
S ∪BFk
)
= rank
(
S ∪HF
)
.
Hence, by the definition of uncov, uncov
(
S,BFk
)
= uncov
(
S,HF
)
= |HF |.
We also observe that every time an element is added to HU\F it may increase by one the
quantity loss
(
S ∪HF , HU\F
)
= rank
(
HU\F \ Cl
(
S ∪HF
))
. We note that if after 4m repetitions
there are no elements in Bk \Cl
(
S ∪HF
)
, then the preceding quantity cannot be increased further
by adding elements from Bk \ (HF ∪HU\F ) to HU\F and therefore loss
(
S ∪HF , HU\F
)
≤ |HU\F |.
Since, in this case every element in BU\Fk \HU\F is in Cl
(
S ∪HF
)
and HU\F ⊆ BU\Fk , we see that
loss
(
S ∪HF , HU\F
)
= loss
(
S ∪HF , BU\Fk
)
. We note that S ∪ BFk = BFK and we already proved
Cl
(
S ∪BFk
)
= Cl
(
S ∪HF
)
. Thus, loss
(
BFK , B
U\F
k
)
= loss
(
S ∪HF , HU\F
)
≤ |HU\F |.
Next we show that, ||HF |−|HU\F || ≤ 4·m 34 , with probability at least 1−e−2m
1
2 , and afterwards
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we show that, with probability at least 1 − e−m2 , after 4m repetitions, there are no elements in
Bk \ Cl
(
S ∪HF
)
. By the union bound, this implies the theorem.
We define the variables Zi so that Z0 = 0 and (i) Zi = Zi−1 − 1 if in the i’th repetition an
element was added to HF ; (ii) Zi = Zi−1 + 1 if in the i’th repetition an element was added to
HU\F ; and (iii) Zi = Zi−1 if nothing happened in the i’th repetition.
We note that, for every i > 0, either Zi = Zi−1 or Zi is distributed uniformly over {Zi−1 −
1, Zi−1 + 1} and hence E(Zi | Zi−1) = Zi−1, where E() denotes the expected value. Consequently,
we have a martingale. Thus, by Azuma’s inequality, Z4m > 4·m 34 with probability less than e−2·m
1
2 .
Since, Z4m = |HU\F | − |HF | we have proved the first inequality. We now proceed to the second.
We define the variables Xi so that Xi = 1 if in the ith repetition the element processed was
in F and otherwise Xi = 0. By definition, for every i ∈ [4m], if Zi = Zi−1 − 1, then Xi = 1. If
|HF | = m after 4m repetitions, then rank
(
S ∪HF
)
= rank (S)+rank (Bk), which can only happen
if Bk ⊆ Cl
(
S ∪HF
)
. This implies that Bk \ Cl
(
S ∪HF
)
is empty. So Bk \ Cl
(
S ∪HF
)
is not
empty after 4m only if ∑4mi=1Xi < m. By Observation 1, for every i ∈ [4m], Xi is independently
distributed uniformly over {0, 1}. By the Chernoff inequality, with probability at least 1 − e−m2 ,∑4m
i=1Xi ≥ m.
5.2 Talagrand based concentrations
This subsection is very similar to one that appears in [8], we include it for the sake of completeness.
The following definition is an adaptation of the Lipschitz condition to our setting.
Definition 26 [Lipschitz] Let f : U −→ N. If |f(S1)− f(S2)| ≤ 1 for every S1, S2 ⊆ U such that
|(S1 \ S2) ∪ (S2 \ S1)| = 1, then f is Lipschitz.
Definition 27 [Definition 3, Section 7.7 of [1]] Let f : N −→ N. h is f -certifiable if whenever
h(x) ≥ s there exists I ⊆ {1, . . . , n} with |I| ≤ f(s) so that all y ∈ Ω that agree with x on the
coordinates I have h(y) ≥ s.
Observation 28 For every finite K ⊂ Z, the rank function over subsets of BK is Lipschitz and
f -certifiable with f(s) = rank (BK), for all s.
Proof. The rank function is Lipschitz, by the definition of the rank function (Definition 3). By
Item 2 of Proposition 4, for every S ⊆ R ⊆ BK , we have that rank (S) ≤ rank (R) ≤ rank (BK).
Thus, the rank function over subsets of BK is f -certifiable with f(s) = rank (BK).
The succeeding theorem is a direct result of Theorem 7.7.1 from [1].
Theorem 29 If h is Lipschitz and f certifiable, then for x selected uniformly from Ω and all b, t,
Pr[h(x) ≤ b− t√f(b)] · Pr[h(x) ≥ b] ≤ e−t2/4.
Lemma 30 Let t ≥ 2, j ∈ Z, K,K ′ ⊆ Z, where minK ′ < maxK and k ∈ K then,
prob
(∣∣∣rank (BFj )− rank (BU\Fj ) ∣∣∣ ≥ 2t√rank (Bj)) ≤ e1.4− t24 and
prob
(∣∣∣uncov (BFK′ ∪BU\FK\{k}, BU\Fk )− uncov (BFK′∪K\{k}, BFk ) ∣∣∣ ≥ 4t√rank (B)) ≤ e2.1− t24 .
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Proof. Let S ∈ {BFK′∪K , BFK′∪K\{k}, BFK′ ∪BU\FK , BFK′ ∪BU\FK\{k}}. By Observation 28, the rank
function is Lipschitz and rank-certifiable.
Clearly, since F and U \ F are both distributed uniformly, with probability at least 12 , we
have that rank (S) ≥ med (rank (S)). Hence, taking b = med (rank (S)) + t√rank (BK′∪K),
by Theorem 29, we get that rank (S) − med (rank (S)) ≥ t√rank (BK′∪K), with probability at
most 2e−t
2
4 . In a similar manner, by taking b = med (rank (S)), we get that med (rank (S)) −
rank (S) ≥ t√rank (BK′∪K), with probability at most 2e−t24 . Thus, by the union bound,
|rank (S)−med (rank (S)) | ≥ t√rank (BK′∪K), with probability at most 4e− t24 .
We note that, since F and U \ F are identically distributed and K ∩ K∗ = ∅, we
have that med
(
rank
(
BFK′∪K
))
= med
(
rank
(
BFK′ ∪BU\FK
))
and med
(
rank
(
BFK′∪K\{k}
))
=
med
(
rank
(
BFK′ ∪BU\FK\{k}
))
. Consequently, the second part of the result follows, by the union
bound and the definition of uncov (Definition 15). The first part follows in a similar manner the
preceding analysis.
5.3 Union bound
Definition 31 [Super] We define Super =
{
i
∣∣∣rank (Bi) > (2−i−4 · LOPT (U)) 34} .
When the following theorem is used later, the notations K ′ and K are replaced once with Bad(i)
and Block(i), respectively, another time with the empty set and the input to the Simple Algorithm,
respectively.
Theorem 32 If rank (U) > 219 then, with probability at least 14 , the following event holds: for every
i ∈ Super, K,K ′ ⊆ {j ∈ Super | j ≤ log LOPT (U)− 27 · log log rank (U)}, where minK ′ > maxK
or K ′ = ∅, min{rank (Bj) | j ∈ K} ≥
(
2−5 · rank (BminK)
) 8
9 , and every k ∈ K, the following hold:
1. 4 · rank (F ) > rank (U) ,
2.
∣∣∣rank (BFi )− rank (BU\Fi ) ∣∣∣ < 4 · rank (Bi) 23 ,
3.
∣∣∣uncov (BFK′ ∪BU\FK\{k}, BU\Fk )− uncov (BFK′∪K\{k}, BFk ) ∣∣∣ < 8 · rank (BK′∪K) 34 ,
4. loss
(
BFK , B
U\F
k
)
≤ uncov
(
BFK\{k}, B
F
k
)
+ 8 · rank (Bk)
3
4 .
Proof. Let C be a maximal independent set in U . By Observation 1 and the Chernoff
bound, prob
(
|F ∩ C| ≤ 14 · rank (U)
)
≤ e−2−3·rank(U) < 18 , where the last inequality follows from
rank (U) > 219. By the definition of rank, |F ∩ C| > 14 · rank (U) implies Item 1.
Let c = log LOPT (U) − 27 · log log rank (U), K,K ′ ⊆ Super, where minK ′ > maxK and
min{rank (Bi) | i ∈ K} ≥ rank (BminK)
2
3 , k ∈ K and t = 2 · rank (BK′∪K)
1
4 ≥ 2.
Consequently, by the union bound, Theorem 25 and Lemma 30, at least one of Items 3 and 4
does not hold for K ′,K and k, with probability at most e2.1− t
2
4 + e−rank(Bk)
1
2 , which does not
exceed e2.1−rank(BK′∪K)
1
2 + e−rank(Bk)
1
2 which, in turn, is less than e2.75−(2−5·rank(BminK))
4
9 , because
14
k ∈ K and 2−5 ·min{rank (Bi) | i ∈ K} ≥ rank (BminK)
8
9 . By the definition of Super, we see that
e2.75−(2−5·rank(BminK))
4
9 ≤ e2.75−(2log LOPT(U)−minK−12)
1
3 .
Let z ∈ Super. Since z ∈ K ⊆ Super, and according to the definition of K and K ′, for every
possible value of z there are at most |K| ≤ c− z possible choices of k and (c− z)2c−z choices of K
and K ′. Consequently, by the union bound, the probability that at least one of Items 3 and 4 does
not hold for some K ′,K and k, is at most ∑z∈Super(c − z)22c−ze2.75−(2log LOPT(U)−z−12) 13 . Taking
y = c − z, the previous value is bounded above by ∑y∈N y22ye2.75−(2log LOPT(U)−c+y−12) 13 < 18 , since
c = log LOPT (U)− 27 · log log rank (U) and rank (U) > 219.
Let k′ ∈ Super, and t′ = 2 · rank (Bk′)
1
6 ≥ 2. By Lemma 30, Item 2 does not hold,
with probability at most e1.4−rank(Bk′ )
1
3 . Since rank (Bk′) ≥
(
2−k′−4 · LOPT (U)
) 3
4 , by the def-
inition of Super, we see that e1.4−rank(Bk′ )
1
3 ≤ e1.4−
(
2log LOPT(U)−k′−4
) 1
4
. Therefore, by the
union bound, the probability that Item 2 does not hold for any k′ ∈ Super, is at most∑
k′∈Super e
1.4−
(
2log LOPT(U)−k′−4
) 1
4
. Taking y′ = maxSuper − k′, the previous value is bounded
above by ∑y′∈N e1.4−
(
2log LOPT(U)−maxSuper+y′−4
) 1
4
< 12 , where the last inequality follows from As-
sumption 14. Consequently, by the union bound the result follows.
6 Structural Theorem
In this section we assume that all the elements of F have been revealed and hence F is treated as
fixed.
Definition 33 [MH] For every K ⊆ H ⊂ Z be let MH (K) = {i ∈ H | i > maxK}. We omit the
subscript when clear from context.
Definition 34 [manageable set] A set of integers K is manageable if, for every j ∈ K, we
have that rank
(
BFj
)
≥
(
1
2 ·
∑
i∈K rank
(
BFi
)) 8
9 .
Definition 35 [Critical family] Let L ⊂ Z, let H be a family of subsets of L, and let H =⋃
H′∈HH ′, then H is a critical family for L if the following hold:
1. LOPT
(
BFH
)
≥ 118 · LOPT
(
BFL
)
,
2. for every pair H1 and H2 of distinct sets in H, either maxH1 < minH2 or maxH2 < minH1,
3. for every H ′ ∈ H and j ∈ H ′, uncov
(
BFMH(H′), B
F
j
)
≥ 1516 · rank
(
BFj
)
,
4. every set in H is manageable and
5. for every i ∈ H, 2 · rank
(
BFi
)
≥ rank
(
BFMH({i})∪{i}
)
.
Lemma 36 Let L ⊂ Z. If rank (F ) > 216, then there exists a critical family H for L of cardinality
at most 8 · log log rank (F ).
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Proof. Define, w : L −→ N as follows: for every i ∈ L, w(i) = rank
(
BFi
)
. Let m = ∑j∈Lw(j) ·
2j = LOPT
(
BFL
)
. Let s1 be maximum so that w(s1) > 0, and inductively define, si+1 to be the
maximum integer such that w(si+1) ≥ 2 · w(si). Let k be the maximum integer such that sk is
defined. It follows that s1 > s2 > · · · > sk. For every i ∈ [k], the sum of w(j) · 2j over all j ∈ L,
where si+1 < j < si when i < k, is at most 2 · w(si) · 2si . Thus, m ≤ 3 ·∑ki=1w(si) · 2si and so∑k
i=1w(si) · 2si ≥ m3 .
Let Rj = {si | i = j mod 5}. By the pigeon hole principle, there exists q ∈ [6] such that
the sum of ∑i∈Rq 2i · w(si) ≥ m18 . Let `1 = maxRq and r1 be the minimum member of Rq such
that w(`1) ≥ w(r1)
8
9 and set H1 = [`1, r1] ∩ Rq. Now, inductively, for every i > 1, let `i be the
maximum member of Rq that is smaller than ri−1, and ri be the minimum member of Rq such
that w(`i) ≥ w(ri)
8
9 and Hi = [`i, ri] ∩Rq. Let g be the maximum integer for which Hg is defined,
H = {Hi}i∈[g] and H =
⋃g
i=1Hi. We note that, by construction, rg = minRq and H = Rq.
We next bound above g. If g ≤ 4, then g ≤ 8 · log log rank (F ), since rank (F ) ≥ 216. Suppose
that g > 4. By construction, w(`i) < w(`i+1)
8
9 , for every i ∈ [g− 1], and hence rank (F ) ≥ w(`g) >
w(`2)(
9
8 )
g−2
. Since, by construction, w(`2) ≥ 32 · w(`1) ≥ 32, the preceding inequality and the fact
that rank (F ) > 216 imply that g ≤ 8 · log log rank (F ).
By construction, Items 2 and 5 of Definition 35 holds. Also ∑p∈H 2p · w(sp) = ∑p∈Rq 2p ·
w(sp) ≥ m18 . so Item 1 of Definition 35 holds. Let H ′ ∈ H and j ∈ H ′. By construction,
rank
(
BFj
)
= w(j) ≥ w(minH ′) 89 ≥
(
1
2 ·
∑
p∈H′ w(p)
) 8
9 =
(
1
2 ·
∑
p∈H′ BFp
) 8
9 . Thus, Item 4 of
Definition 35 holds.
By the definition of uncov (Definition 15), uncov
(
rank
(
BFMH(H′)
)
, rank
(
BFj
))
=
rank
(
BFMH(H′)∪{j}
)
− rank
(
BFMH(H′)
)
≥ rank
(
BFj
)
− rank
(
BFMH(H′)
)
. This is bounded be-
low by 1516 · rank
(
BFj
)
because, by construction, for every j ∈ H ′ we have rank
(
BFj
)
≥
16 ·∑i∈MH(H′) rank (BFi ) ≥ 16 · rank (BFMH(H′)). Consequently, Item 3 of Definition 35 holds.
Definition 37 [useful] Let K∗ ⊆ K ⊆ H ⊂ Z. If the following hold:
1. LOPT
(
BFK∗
)
> 132 · LOPT
(
BFK
)
and
2. ∑j∈K∗ 2j · (uncov (BFMH(K∗)∪K∗\{j}, BFj )− uncov (BFMH(K)∪K\{j}, BFj )) ≥ LOPT(BFK)211·log log rank(F ) .
then K∗ is useful for K in H and K is useful in H.
Definition 38 [splittable] K ⊂ Z is splittable if it has a bipartition {K1,K2} such that
1. minK1 > maxK2 and
2. LOPT
(
BFKi
)
> 132 · LOPT
(
BFK
)
, for every i = 1, 2.
Definition 39 [negligible] A subset K of a set H ⊂ Z is negligible for H if LOPT
(
BFK
)
<
LOPT(BFH)
8·log rank(F ) . When H is clear from context, we just say K is negligible.
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Definition 40 [burnt] A subset K of a set H ⊂ Z is burnt for H if
∑
j∈K
2j · uncov
(
BFMH(K)∪K\{j}, B
F
j
)
>
3
4 · LOPT
(
BFK
)
.
Definition 41 [critical-tree] Let H be a family of subsets of Z and H = ⋃H′∈HH ′, a critical-tree
for H is a rooted tree whose vertices are subsets of H and that satisfies the following:
1. the root of the tree is H,
2. the children of the root are the sets of H,
3. every leaf is either negligible, useful or burnt, and
4. every internal vertex K, except possibly the root, is splittable and neither useful, negligible nor
burnt; moreover it has two children that form a bipartition of K as described in the definition
of splittable.
Lemma 42 Suppose that T is a critical-tree for a critical family H. If rank (F ) > 216, then the
depth of T does not exceed 27 · log log rank (F ).
Proof. Let K be a parent of a leaf in T and d be the depth of K. We assume that K is not
the root or one of its children, since otherwise the result follows immediately. By the definition of
a critical-tree, each ancestor K∗ of K, except for the root, is splittable and hence, by the defini-
tion of splittable, LOPT
(
BFK
)
≤
(
31
32
)d−2 · LOPT (BFH) . Since K is not negligible, by definition,
LOPT(BFH)
8·log rank(F ) ≤ LOPT
(
BFK
)
. Therefore, LOPT(B
F
H)
8·log rank(F ) ≤
(
31
32
)d−2 · LOPT (BFH) . Consequently, since
rank (F ) > 216, we have that d ≤ 27 · log log rank (F ), which in turn implies the result.
Lemma 43 Let L ⊂ Z and H be a critical family for L. Then, there exists a critical-tree T for H.
Proof. We construct T as follows: we let H = ⋃H′∈HH ′ and set the root to be H and its
children to be H. Then, as long as there is a leaf K in the tree that is splittable but neither useful,
negligible, nor burnt, we add two children K1 and K2 to K, where {K1,K2} form a bipartition of
K, as in the definition of splittable. If there are no such leaves, we stop.
By construction, every vertex K in T is a subset of H and T satisfies Items 1, 2 and 4 of the
definition of a critical-tree. Suppose that every K ⊆ H, except for possibly the root, is at least one
of the following: useful, negligible, burnt or splittable. This implies that T also satisfies Item 3 of
the definition of a critical-tree. Thus, T is a critical-tree for H.
We prove next that indeed, every K ⊆ H is at least one of: useful, negligible, burnt or splittable.
Fix K ⊆ H and assume that K is neither burnt, negligible nor splittable. By the definition of
splittable, there exists γ ∈ K such that, LOPT
(
BFγ
)
≥ 1516 ·LOPT
(
BFK
)
. Hence, the set K∗ = {γ}
satisfies Item 1 of the definition of useful. We show next that K∗ also satisfies Item 2 of the
definition of useful, and therefore is useful.
Since K is not burnt, 2γ · uncov
(
BFM(K)∪K\{γ}, B
F
γ
)
≤ 34 · LOPT
(
BFK
)
, hence by Item 2 of the
definition of useful, it is sufficient to show that 2γ ·uncov
(
BFMH({γ}), B
F
γ
)
≥ 78 ·LOPT
(
BFK
)
. Since
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H is a critical family, by Item 3 of Definition 35 and Observation 16, uncov
(
BFMH({γ}), B
F
j
)
≥
15
16 · rank
(
BFγ
)
. Consequently, because LOPT
(
BFγ
)
≥ 1516 · LOPT
(
BFK
)
, we have that 2γ ·
uncov
(
BFMH({γ}), B
F
γ
)
≥ 78 · LOPT
(
BFK
)
.
Theorem 44 Let L be a set of at most 43 · log rank (F )+3 integers. If rank (F ) > 216 and
∑
j∈K 2j ·
uncov
(
BFK\{j}, B
F
j
)
≤ LOPT(B
F
L )
211·log log rank(F ) , for every manageable K ⊆ L, then there exists a critical
tuple (Block,Good,Bad) such that, for every i ∈ Z,
1. Good(i), Bad(i) and Block(i) are subsets of L,
2. rank
(
BFj
)
>
(
1
8 ·
∑
`∈Bad(i)∪Block(i) rank
(
BF`
)) 8
9 , for every j ∈ Block(i), and
3. ∑
j∈BLOCK 2j
(
uncov
(
BFBad(j)∪Block(j)\{j}, B
F
j
)
− uncov
(
BFGood(j)\{j}, B
F
j
))
≥ LOPT(B
F
L )
210·log log rank(F ) .
Proof. By Lemma 36, there exists a critical family H for L. Let H = ⋃H′∈HH ′. By Lemma 43,
there exists a critical-tree T for H. Let Q be the family containing all the leaves in T . Let Quseful
be the family of all the sets in Q that are useful in H. Define Qburnt and Qnegligible in the same
manner.
We construct a tuple (Block,Good,Bad) as follows: for each K ∈ Quseful, we pick a subset
K∗ ⊂ K, that is useful for K, arbitrarily; then, for each i ∈ K∗, we let Block(i) = K∗, Bad(i) =
MH (K) and Good(i) = K ∪ MH (K). Finally, for every i such that Block(i) was not defined
previously, we let Block(i) = Good(i) = Bad(i) = ∅.
By construction, (Block,Good,Bad) satisfies Items 1 and 2 of the theorem and Items 1, 3, 4
and 6 of the definition of a critical tuple (Definition 20). By the definition of a splittable set and
the definition of a critical-tree, for every pair of leaves K,K ′ of T , either maxK < minK ′ or
minK > maxK ′ and hence also K ∩ K ′ = ∅. Thus, by construction, (Block,Good,Bad) also
satisfies Items 2 and 5 of the definition of a critical tuple. Consequently, (Block,Good,Bad) is a
critical tuple.
By the construction of (Block,Good,Bad) and the definition of useful, to prove Item 3 it
is sufficient to show that LOPT
(⋃
K∈Quseful B
F
K
)
≥ 12 · LOPT
(
BFH
)
since, by Item 1 of Def-
inition 35, this implies that LOPT
(⋃
K∈Quseful B
F
K
)
≥ 136 · LOPT
(
BFL
)
. By Item 3 of Ob-
servation 10, LOPT
(⋃
K∈Quseful B
F
K
)
is at least LOPT
(⋃
K∈QBFK
)
− LOPT
(⋃
K∈Qburnt B
F
K
)
−
LOPT
(⋃
K∈Qnegligible B
F
K
)
. To complete the proof, we bound each term in the preceding expres-
sion.
By the definition of a critical-tree, ⋃K∈QK = H. Hence, LOPT (⋃K∈QBFK) = LOPT (BFH) .
Since the sets in Qnegligible are subsets of H, pairwise disjoint and not-empty, we see that |Q| ≤ |H|.
Thus, by the definition of negligible, LOPT
(⋃
K∈Qnegligible B
F
K
)
≤ |H| · LOPT(B
F
H)
8·log rank(F ) . As H ⊆ L,
|H| ≤ |L| ≤ 43 · log rank (F ) + 3. Consequently, LOPT
(⋃
K∈Qnegligible B
F
K
)
≤ 14 · LOPT
(
BFH
)
. We
next bound LOPT
(⋃
K∈Qburnt B
F
K
)
.
By the definition of burnt, LOPT
(⋃
K∈Qburnt B
F
K
)
≤ 43 ·
∑
K∈Q
∑
j∈K 2j ·
uncov
(
BFM(K)∪K\{j}, B
F
j
)
. This in turn is bounded above by the sum of:
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(a) ∑H′∈H∑j∈H′ 2j · uncov (BFM(H′)∪H′\{j}, BFj ) and
(b) sum over every internal non-root vertex K, with children K1 and K2, of
∑2
`=1
∑
j∈K` 2
j ·
uncov
(
BFM(K`)∪K`\{j}, B
F
j
)
−∑j∈K 2j · uncov (BFM(K)∪K\{j}, BFj ).
We note that sum (b) is the additional uncov measure because of the difference between the uncov
of the children and their parent.
By construction, every H ′ ∈ H is manageable and therefore, by assumption, ∑j∈H′ 2j ·
uncov
(
BFM(H′)∪H′\{j}, B
F
j
)
≤ ∑j∈H′ 2j · uncov (BFH′\{j}, BFj ) ≤ LOPT(BFL )211·log log rank(F ) , where the first
inequality follows from Observation 16. Thus, the value of (a) is bounded above by |H|·LOPT(B
F
L )
211·log log rank(F ) .
Because |H| ≤ 8 · log log rank (F ), by Lemma 36, we see that |H|·LOPT(B
F
L )
211·log log rank(F ) ≤ 2−8 · LOPT
(
BFL
)
.
This implies that the value of (a) is bounded above by 2−3 ·LOPT
(
BFH
)
, by Item 1 of Definition 35.
By construction, every internal non-root vertex K of T is splittable and not useful. Therefore
its children do not satisfy Item 2 of the definition of useful. Hence, the value of (b) is bounded above
by the sum of 2·LOPT(B
F
K)
211·log log rank(F ) over every internal non-root vertex K of T . The sum of LOPT
(
BFK
)
over all such vertices at any given depth is at most LOPT
(
BFH
)
. So, by Lemma 42, the value of (b)
does not exceed 2·2
7·log log rank(F )·LOPT(BFH)
211·log log rank(F ) . Consequently, (b) is bounded above by
1
8 ·LOPT
(
BFH
)
and the result follows.
7 Main Result
The main result in this section is Theorem 48, which states that the Main Algorithm indeed has
the claimed competitive-ratio. The proof of the theorem provides the details of how the Main
Algorithm works and utilizes Theorems 18, 24, 32 and 44.
One of the crucial details of the proof is that the Main Algorithm only involves a subset of the
buckets. Specifically, those that belong to the set V aluable, defined as follows:
Definition 45 [Valuable, L, L′] We define V aluable =
{
j
∣∣∣rank (BFj ) > (2−j−1 · LOPT (F )) 34} ,
L = {i ∈ V aluable | i < log LOPT (F )− 29 · log log rank (F )} and L′ = V aluable \ L.
The importance of V aluable, L and L′, as implied by Lemma 46 below, is that Item 2 of
Theorem 32 applies to every bucket in L′, and both Theorem 32 and Theorem 44 apply to the
relevant subsets of L. The next result, Lemma 47, is required in order to bound the influence of
the deviation in Theorem 32.
Lemma 46 If the event of Theorem 32 holds, then
1. |L| ≤ 43 · log rank (F ) + 3,
2. for every j ∈ Super, 3 · rank
(
B
U\F
j
)
≥ rank
(
BFj
)
≥ 14 · rank (Bj),
3. if LOPT
(
BFL′
)
< 112 · LOPT (U), then LOPT
(
BFL
)
≥ 112 · LOPT (U) and
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4. V aluable ⊆ Super.
Proof. We first prove Item 1. Using Definition 9, maxL ≤ log LOPT (F ). By Definition 45,(
2−minL−1 · LOPT (F )
) 3
4 ≤ rank
(
BFminL
)
≤ rank (F ) and hence minL ≥ log LOPT (F ) − 43 ·
log rank (F )− 1. Since L contains only integers, Item 1 follows.
Let j ∈ Super. By the definition of Super (Definition 31), rank (Bj) ≥
(
2−j−4 · LOPT (U)) 34 .
Thus, as j < log LOPT (U) − 19, we see that rank (Bj) > 29. This implies that 4 · rank (Bj)
2
3 ≤
1
2 · rank (Bj). By Item 2 of Theorem 32,
∣∣∣rank (BU\Fj )− rank (BFj ) ∣∣∣ ≤ 4 · rank (Bj) 23 . By Item 4 of
Proposition 4, we also have rank
(
B
U\F
j
)
+rank
(
BFj
)
≥ rank (Bj). The preceding three inequalities
imply that Item 2 holds.
Suppose first that LOPT
(
BFV aluable
)
≥ 16 · LOPT (U). Then, Item 3 holds and V aluable 6= ∅.
Since LOPT (F ) ≥ LOPT
(
BFV aluable
)
, using Definition 45, for every i ∈ V aluable, rank (Bi) ≥
rank
(
BFi
)
>
(
2−i−4 · LOPT (U)) 34 . Hence, by Definition 31, Item 4 follows.
Finally we prove that LOPT
(
BFV aluable
)
≥ 14 · LOPT (U). We do so by first proving that
LOPT (F ) ≥ 29 · LOPT (U) and then that LOPT
(
BFV aluable
)
≥ 34 · LOPT (F ).
Let J∗ be the set of all integers i such that 1 ≤ rank (Bi) ≤
(
2−i−4 · LOPT (U)) 34 . Thus,
LOPT (BJ∗) ≤ ∑i∈J∗ 2i · (2−i−4 · LOPT (U)) 34 = ∑i∈J∗ (2 i3−4 · LOPT (U)) 34 . This is less than∑
`≥0
(
2max J
∗−`
3 −4 · LOPT (U)
) 3
4 ≤ LOPT (U) · ∑`>0 2− `4−4.75−2.75 < 19 · LOPT (U), because
max J∗ < log LOPT (U) − 19, by Assumption 14. Now, since Super ∪ J∗ contains the indices
of all non-empty buckets, LOPT (BSuper) ≥ LOPT (U) − LOPT (BJ∗) > 89 · LOPT (U) . Thus, by
Item 2 and Definition 9, LOPT (F ) ≥ LOPT
(
BFSuper
)
≥ 14 · LOPT (BSuper) ≥ 29 · LOPT (U) .
Let J be the set of all integers i such that 1 ≤ rank
(
BFi
)
≤ (2−i−1 · LOPT (F )) 34 . Thus,
LOPT
(
BFJ
)
≤ ∑i∈J 2i · (2−i−1 · LOPT (F )) 34 = ∑i∈J (2 i3−1 · LOPT (F )) 34 . This is less than∑
`∈J
(
2max J−`3 −1 · LOPT (F )
) 3
4 = LOPT (F ) ·∑`>0 2− `4−4−0.75 < 14 · LOPT (F ), because max J <
log LOPT (F ) − 19, by Assumption 14. Consequently, since V aluable ∪ J contains all the indices
of non-empty buckets, LOPT
(
BFV aluable
)
≥ LOPT (F )− LOPT
(
BFJ
)
> 34 · LOPT (F ) .
Lemma 47 Suppose that rank (F ) > 216. Let K ⊆ L and (Block,Good,Bad) be a critical tuple.
If Item 2 of Lemma 46 holds, K is manageable and (Block,Good,Bad) satisfies Items 1 and 2 of
Theorem 44 then,
1. 8 · rank (BK)
3
4 ·∑i∈K 2i < LOPT(F )230·log log rank(F ) .
2. 24 ·∑i∈BLOCK 2i · rank (BBad(i)∪Block(i)) 34 < LOPT(F )230·log log rank(F ) .
Proof. Let c−1 = min{rank
(
BFi
)
| i ∈ K ∪ L} 18 . By the properties of Matroids, Definition 34
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and Item 2 of Lemma 46,
8 · rank (BK)
3
4 ·∑i∈K 2i ≤ 8 ·∑i∈K 2i · (∑j∈K rank (Bj)) 34
≤ 8 ·∑i∈K 2i · (4 ·∑j∈K rank (BFj )) 34
< 29 ·∑i∈K 2i · rank (BFi ) 78
≤ 29 ·min{rank
(
BFi
)
| i ∈ K}− 18 ·∑i∈K 2i · rank (BFi )
≤ 29 · c · LOPT (F )
(1)
By the properties of Matroids, Item 2 of Lemma 46, and Items 1 and 2 of Theorem 44,
24 ·∑i∈BLOCK 2i · rank (BBad(i)∪Block(i)) 34 ≤ 24 ·∑i∈BLOCK 2i · (4 ·∑j∈Bad(i)∪Block(i) rank (BFj )) 34
< 29 ·∑i∈BLOCK 2i · rank (BFi ) 78
≤ 29 · c · LOPT (F ) .
(2)
By Definition 45,
c−1 ≥
(
2− log LOPT(F )+29·log log rank(F )−1 · LOPT (F )
) 3
32 >
1
2 · log rank (F )
30 · log log rank (F ),
so, c−1 > 236 · log log rank (F ), because rank (F ) > 216. Thus, by (1) and (2), the result follows.
The following theorem is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 48 The Main Algorithm is Order-Oblivious, Known-Cardinality and has returns and,
with constant probability, returns and independent set of elements of value Ω( OPT(U)log log rank(U)).
Proof. We note that the Main Algorithm is Known-Cardinality, since the computation in
Gathering stage is independent of the matroid elements and the computation in the Preprocessing
and the Selection stages uses only elements of the matroid that have already been revealed. We
also note that the Main Algorithm is Order-Oblivious, because by construction, and following
Definition 13, the analysis depends on the elements in the sets F and U \F but not on their order.
By Assumption 14, the properties of Matroids and Observation 8, it follows that rank (U) > 219.
Thus, the event in Theorem 32 holds with probability at least 14 . So, by the definition of competitive-
ratio, it is sufficient to prove the result assuming the event in Theorem 32 holds. We proceed on
this assumption. We note that this means that the conditions needed for Lemma 46 hold. By
Item 1 of Theorem 32, we also have rank (F ) > 216. Thus, the conditions needed for Lemma 47
also hold.
To conclude the proof we require the use of Items 3 and 4 of Theorem 32. We now, prove that
they hold for the sets relevant to the proof. By Item 1 of Theorem 32 and Definition 45, we see
that maxL ≤ log LOPT (U)− 27 · log log rank (U). Also, by Item 4 of Lemma 46 and Definition 45,
L ⊆ V aluable ⊆ Super. Hence, Items 3 and 4 of Theorem 32 hold, for every K,K ′ ⊆ L, where
minK ′ > maxK or K ′ = ∅ and min{rank (Bj) | j ∈ K} ≥
(
2−5 · rank (BminK)
) 8
9 , and for every
k ∈ K.
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Case 1: Suppose that LOPT
(
BFL′
)
≥ 112 ·LOPT (U). We observe that |L′| ≤ 29 · log log rank (F )
since, by Definition 9, max V aluable ≤ log LOPT (F ). Therefore, by the Pigeon Hole Principle and
Definition 9, there exists k ∈ L′ such that LOPT
(
BFk
)
≥ LOPT(U)213·log log rank(F ) . By Items 2 and 4 of
Lemma 46 and Corollary 19, on input J = {k}, the Simple Algorithm will return an independent
set of elements with an optimal value of at least LOPT(U)215·log log rank(F ) . Since rank (F ) < rank (U), it
follows that this is Ω( OPT(U)log log rank(U)).
Case 2: Suppose that LOPT
(
BFL′
)
< 112 · LOPT (U) and there exists a manageable set J ⊆ L
such that ∑j∈J 2j ·uncov (BFJ\{j}, BFj ) ≥ LOPT(BFL )211·log log rank(F ) . By Item 3 of Lemma 46, LOPT (BFL ) ≥
1
12 · LOPT (U). By Definition 34 and Items 2 and 4 of Lemma 46, for every j ∈ J ,
rank (Bj) ≥ rank
(
BFj
)
≥
(
1
2 ·
∑
i∈J
rank
(
BFi
)) 89
≥
(
2−3 · rank (Bmin J)
) 8
9 .
Thus, it follows that Item 3 of Theorem 32 holds with K = J and K ′ = ∅. So, by Theorem 18, on
input J , the Simple Algorithm will return an independent set of elements whose optimal value is at
least LOPT(B
F
L )
211·log log rank(F ) − 8 ·
∑
j∈J 2j · rank (BJ)
3
4 . Since rank (F ) < rank (U) and LOPT
(
BFL
)
≥ 112 ·
LOPT (U) and J is manageable, using Item 1 of Lemma 47, the preceding value is Ω
(
OPT(U)
log log rank(U)
)
.
Case 3: Suppose that LOPT
(
BFL′
)
< 112 ·LOPT (U) and that the assumption that the manageable
set J exists does not hold. By Item 1 of Lemma 46, Theorems 44 holds. Hence, there exists a
critical tuple (Block,Good,Bad) as described in Theorem 44, which specifically satisfies:
∑
j∈BLOCK
2j ·
(
uncov
(
BFBad(j)∪Block(j)\{j}, B
F
j
)
− uncov
(
BFGood(j)\{j}, B
F
j
))
≥
LOPT
(
BFL
)
210 · log log rank (F ) .
(3)
By Items 1 and 2 of Theorem 44 and Item 2 of Lemma 46, for every i ∈ BLOCK and j ∈ Block(i),
we have that Good(i), Bad(i) and Block(i) are subsets of L and
rank (Bj) ≥ rank
(
BFj
)
>
1
8 ·
∑
`∈Bad(i)∪Block(i)
rank
(
BF`
) 89 ≥ (2−5 · rank (BminBlock(i))) 89 .
Hence, using Definition 20, Theorem 24 and Items 3 and 4 of Theorem 32, we get that
∣∣∣uncov (BFBad(i) ∪BU\FBlock(i)\{i}, BU\Fi )−uncov (BFBad(i)∪Block(i)\{i}, BFi ) ∣∣∣ ≤ 8rank (BBad(i)∪Block(i)) 34 ,
and
loss
(
BFGood(i), B
U\F
i
)
≤ uncov
(
BFGood(i)\{i}, B
F
i
)
+ 8 · rank (Bi)
3
4 .
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So, by Theorem 24, using (3) it is straightforward to show that given (Block,Good,Bad) as input,
the Gap Algorithm returns an independent set of elements whose optimal value is at least
LOPT
(
BFL
)
210 · log log rank (F ) −
∑
j∈BLOCK
2j ·
(
8 · rank (Bj)
3
4 + 8 · rank
(
BBad(j)∪Block(j)
) 3
4
)
.
This, in turn, is bounded below by LOPT(B
F
L )
210·log log rank(F ) − 24 ·
∑
j∈BLOCK 2j · rank
(
BBad(j)∪Block(j)
) 3
4 .
Since rank (F ) < rank (U) and LOPT
(
BFL
)
≥ 112 · LOPT (U), using Item 2 of Lemma 47, the
preceding value is Ω
(
OPT(U)
log log rank(U)
)
.
Recall that, if Assumption 14 does not hold, then the Threshold Algorithm ensures that with
constant probability an independent set of one element of value Ω
(
OPT(U)
log log rank(U)
)
is returned. Hence,
we may assume that Case 1, Case 2 or Case 3 holds. So, in Preprocessing stage, we can check,
using only the knowledge obtained about the elements of F via the oracle, which one of the cases
hold as follows: First compute rank (F ). Then, use rank (F ) to determine the sets V aluable, L
and L′. Now find every manageable subset of L and every critical tuple that satisfies the items of
Theorem 44. Using this information check if there exists a bucket as guaranteed if Case 1 holds,
a manageable set as guaranteed if Case 2 holds, or a critical tuple as guaranteed if Case 3 holds.
The analysis of the cases ensures that at least one of the preceding exists. Pick arbitrarily if there
exists more than one option. Finally, in the case of a single bucket or a manageable set proceed
to Selection stage and use the Simple Algorithm, otherwise proceed to Selection stage and use the
Gap Algorithm.
8 Discussion
The Main Algorithm achieves only the claimed competitive-ratio, when the following hold: the
maximum value of an element of the Matroid is O
(
OPT(U)
log log rank(U)
)
and, with probability at least
1−O(log log rank (U)−1),
1. 2j · rank
(
BFj
)
= O
(
LOPT(U)
log log rank(U)
)
, for every j ∈ V aluable,
2. ∑j∈J 2j · uncov (BFJ\{j}, BFj ) = O ( LOPT(U)log log rank(U)), for every manageable subset J of the set L
used in Theorem 48, and
3. for every critical tuple (Block,Good,Bad) in L, that satisfies the items of Theorem 44∑
j∈Z 2j ·
(
uncov
(
BFBad(j)∪Block(j)\{j}, B
F
j
)
− uncov
(
BFGood(j)\{j}, B
F
j
))
= O
(
LOPT(U)
log log rank(U)
)
.
Understanding this case may lead to improved algorithms for the problem or, conversely, to non-
trivial lower bounds. Clearly, the Gap Algorithm will perform better than claimed when the
maximum value of an element of the Matroid is significantly larger than OPT(U)log log rank(U) . The above
also implies that the Gap Algorithm will perform better in many other cases, for example, if one
of the following occurs with constant probability:
1. There exists j ∈ V aluable such that 2j · rank
(
BFj
)
>> LOPT(U)log log rank(U) , which implies that
Item 1 above does not hold.
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2. There exists a manageable J ⊆ L, such that ∑j∈J 2j · rank (BFj ) >> LOPT(U)log log rank(U) and BJ is
an independent set, which implies that Item 2 above does not hold.
3. The sum of 2j · rank
(
BFj
)
over every even j ∈ L, is significantly larger than LOPT(U)log log rank(U) , and
for every even j in the set L, that is used in Theorem 48, rank
(
BFi+1
)
< 4 · rank
(
BFi
)
and
uncov
(
BFi+1, B
F
i
)
= 0. This implies that Item 3 above does not hold.
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